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Ensuring 

Reliable Power           

for the      

Gilmer County 

Community
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• Not-for-profit co-operative 

• Owned by 38 Georgia EMCs 

About Georgia Transmission
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Working for the EMCs who own us

Plan, build and maintain high-voltage 

transmission lines and substations
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Rural Electrification Administration (REA) 1936

Bringing power to rural communities

Established in 1940

Electric Co-ops = member owned
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It starts with Planning 

• Evaluate and anticipate current and future energy needs

• Work with the EMC on the best solution
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Whitepath Electric Reliability Project 

area of concern
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What is the challenge?
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Selecting a route is an extensive process

Siting model developed 

with Electric Power 

Research Institute

More than 200 industry experts, 

government officials, business 

operators, homeowners and 

environmental advocates selected 

and ranked the factors we should 

consider when scouting locations 

for new lines.
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Siting methodology

• Aerial photography 

• Detailed land use/land cover, buildings, etc

• Satellite imagery

• Boots on the ground

• Map overlays

• Spreadsheets

• Reports 

• Graphic illustrations 
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Extensive analysis for selecting a route

Existing land use

• existing infrastructure (roads, bridges, 

pipelines, railroads) 

• Civic/ Institutional 

• Commercial/ Industrial

• Residential

• Agriculture/ Forestry

• Undeveloped
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Extensive analysis for selecting a route

Existing environmental conditions

• Waters and wetlands (Ellijay River and its tributaries)

• Species habitat (rare and endangered plants, animals, 

aquatic species)

• Conservation lands                                                       

(US Forest Service lands)

• Steep terrain (elevations                                         

ranging from 1,400- 1,600’)

• Historic and cultural resources
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Extensive analysis for selecting a route

Engineering practices

• Pole configuration for 46 kV specifications

• Transmission line access - constraints and 

opportunities

• Steep slopes/ soil and                                                     

rock conditions
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Extensive analysis for selecting a route

Cost Associated with Construction

• Pole configuration

• Self- supporting poles vs. guys and anchors

• Access to sub-transmission line right-of-way for 

construction

• Permitting issues (US Army Corps of Engineers for 

constructing in waters and wetlands) 

• Permits from GA DOT and local DOT 
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Extensive analysis for selecting a route

Cost Associated with Maintenance and Operations:

• Access to sub-transmission line right-of-way for 

maintenance (road right-of-way vs. cross country)

• Outage durations and restoration costs (road right-of-

way vs. cross country)
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Seeking community input

• Elected officials

• Survey permissions

• Public meetings

• Title 22
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Next steps

• Analysis of Highway 515 and CSX railroad

• Dedicated resource for accurate information

www.gatrans.com/whitepath 
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Will this line benefit the people on 

Boardtown Road?  Yes
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Were Highway 515 and the CSX 

railroad considered?  Yes

Many routing considerations of these corridors, such as access, number 

of homes affected, route constraints, terrain, additional line length, along 

with co-location with Highway 515 and the railroad were reviewed.

Georgia Transmission reached out to the Georgia Department of 

Transportation and received notice that the route along Highway 515 would 

not be allowed. Likewise, we reached out to CSX and were told they were not 

interested in coordinating co-location with the project. Facing these initial 

barriers, we focused our attention on the other alternatives and completed the 

full analysis which led to the proposed Boardtown Road alternative.

During our extensive routing and siting process, all possible alternatives 

were identified for study. Highway 515 and the CSX railroad corridor 

were among those considered. 
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Does Georgia Transmission have the 

right of eminent domain?

We have had zero 

condemnations in 

the past five years
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Is underground construction considered? 

Yes

Yes, underground construction is always evaluated. 

However unlike lower voltage distribution lines that are 

sometimes buried to serve homes, it is rare anywhere in the 

country for high-voltage transmission lines to be built 

underground. 

• Environmental impact

• Repair time

• Cost
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Does construction equipment used to build 

lines impact local bridges and roads? No

No, our construction contractors know they must “do no 

harm” in the communities where we work. We always 

research the limits of the bridges and roads in the areas of a 

project, and we manage setups and techniques to minimize 

impacts. 

For example, where necessary we use mats to protect roads, 

curbs, driveways and landscaping. Our land agents work with 

landowners to manage any issues, should they arise. We 

work with the County and City to ensure we leave public 

bridges or roadways as we found them.
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Are there historic areas or cemeteries 

located near Boardtown Road that may be 

adversely affected by this project?

As part of our corporate commitment to historic preservation we follow 

the requirements of Section 106 and Section 110 of the National Historic 

Preservation Act and the Georgia Historic Preservation Act. 

As part of our transmission line siting process, we identify historic and 

cultural resources within the project area that are listed and/or eligible to 

be listed on the National Register of Historic Places. Proximity to these 

resources are then evaluated during the Alternate Corridor and Alternate 

Route phases of the siting process. 

For example, we’re aware of the cemetery located near the proposed 

substation site, and it is not on the section of the parcel we have 

acquired.
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Terry Cole

terry.cole@gatrans.com

770-270-7283

Questions?


